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Abstract

Research background: Changes result from a turbulent environment and internal situation of an organization. Rarely do changes happen spontaneously, usually they stem from decisions consciously shaped and taken by the management. Both the reasons as well as consequences of changes appear on multiple grounds and areas, often strongly interrelated. This leads to far-reaching consequences, mainly difficulties in practical operations as well as consequences for studies, analyses and related scientific generalizations and the conclusion-drawing process in both domains.

Purpose of the article: Purpose of this article is to present and make a critical analysis of the existing achievements in the area of evaluating change efficiency, and indicate opportunities and difficulties in formulating new, in particular synthetic, indicators of change efficiency.

Methodology/methods: Methodology applied in this paper is hypothetical and deductive.

Findings & Value added: Managers need synthetic measures that are hard to develop. Various methods may be used in order to do it, starting from simple and complex point scales and ending up with methods applied in other sciences, e.g. the Geneva method or its variations applied to evaluate the standard of living and development. Still this requires the isolation of main analytical measures, their upper and lower thresholds, in subsequent change or process areas, and the application of statistical methods to calculate change status or effect. Such action requires longer change planning and preparation, readiness on the part of the managerial staff, and continuous monitoring with active participation of leaders and change managers.

Introduction

Change issues are observable both in regular operations of organizations as well as are widely described and analyzed in management and other social sciences. Changes result from a turbulent environment and internal situation of an organization. Rarely do changes happen spontaneously, usually they stem from decisions consciously shaped and taken by the management. Both the reasons as well as consequences of changes appear on multiple grounds and areas, often strongly interrelated. This leads to far-reaching consequences, mainly difficulties in practical operations as well as consequences for studies, analyses and related scientific generalizations and the conclusion-drawing process in both domains. In this respect, the evaluation of change efficiency in particular poses problems. However, it is
not difficult to measure change efficiency in narrow and precisely defined areas (preferably isolated from others) and with clearly set objectives (preferably measureable). Measures may be based for instance on timing, financial means and related measurable indicators. There are multiple measures in every functional area of operations of a company. Nevertheless, comprehensive and thorough evaluation of change efficiency is hindered by interrelations between those areas and changes that make narrow, analytical measures inadequate. This gives rise to a problem with formulating synthetic measures that would allow more adequate evaluation not only of the course but also the effects of changes. Importance of the evaluation of change efficiency increases along with the extent and duration of given changes, which is particularly significant in the event of restructuring.

The purpose of this paper is to present and make a critical analysis of the existing achievements in the area of evaluating change efficiency, and indicate opportunities and difficulties in formulating new, in particular synthetic, indicators of change efficiency.

Nature of Change

Contemporary economic and social organizations function in environment which is becoming more and more complex and turbulent. Large number of interrelations, both internal as well as within the environment, especially in enterprises, causes process complications and economic dependencies. Changeability of resources and the need for flexible and quick reactions and decisions make it more difficult to draw conclusions and evaluate processes and phenomena subject to analysis. Also, we should add to this changes that occur in the functioning of an enterprise, either planned or not, which usually result from the necessity to adjust to the environmental changes.

Change is a common practice in every enterprise. As an area of research and analyses the issue of restructuring is present in many foreign and domestic publications (see and compare Kotter, 1996; Kotter, 2014; Kotter & Cohen, 2007; Kanter, 1983; Ulrich et al., 2002; Taleb 2007; Bazerman & Watkins 2006; Jick & Peiperl, 2010; Spector, 2012; Cannon & McGee 2012; Baugier & Vuillod, 1993; Bridges, 2008; Clarke, 1997; Anderson et al., 2010; Borowiecki et al., 2011; Jaki et al., 2011; Paszkowski, 2009). In fact, all aspects of change have been classified and provided with definitions. There are many approaches to this topic and many conclusions may be drawn, obviously not necessarily unequivocal. Problems arise when it comes to practitioners implementing change-related analyses and requirements.

Change, change management and restructuring processes may be characterized by multiple features. Here are some of the most important ones:

- enterprises operate in unstable and risky conditions, sometimes even in chaos, where it is hard to make predictions about the future,
- changes inside an organization constitute a necessary reaction to a turbulent environment but may also result from anticipation and adopted strategy,
- the objective of any organization is to make it through, develop and create value,
- certain changes may be induced by enterprise stakeholders – their targets should also
- be considered and reconciled with efficiency of a given enterprise,
- greater significance is attached to change initiatives as in the end the role of a lead and change manager comes down to the role of a leader,
- continuity of changes is a must; however, it is advisable to introduce changes at intervals,
- each change should be carefully planned and each reaction should be predictable, but in practice the course of the entire process and reactions to it are often chaotic and emotional,
- permanent change is a method of continuous improvement of an organization and in consequence it is necessary to use sound management and “dynamic stabilization”, i.e. a process of constant but minor changes (Abrahamson, 2007, pp. 142–144), and to adjust the pace of changes and implement them at the right time,
- legal and ethical norms, including CSR principles should be observed in the change process, especially during restructuring,
- consequences that may follow the clash of interests of various stakeholders need to be minimized; increased role of anticipation,
- change should be managed in a continuous way, only then may it lead to planned results,
- changes are always related to people; unlike in theory, in practice changes in the HR area require much more time,
- changes should be carefully planned and implemented in phases, e.g. Kotter’s model (Kotter, 2014, pp. 26–27; see Kotter, 1996), and with the use of such methodologies as ADKAR or CHAMPS2.


Change Measurement

The process of change measurement and evaluation is very complex. Basic measures focus on efficiency, perceived as a level of target realization, and effectiveness, which entails comparing effects with outlays. The problem is that in most change cases none of the above elements is precisely defined, which results from the aforementioned change features. The same applies to using soft and hard approaches, known as E and O Theories (see „Zarządzanie na Świecie” 2000, p. 11), when evaluating changes and using only hard factors to make a general change evaluation (Sirkin et al., 2007, pp. 153–179).

Economic measures are often used in economics and management but in most cases they do not allow for an explicit evaluation of undertaken changes. The financial standing (see Orechwa-Maliszewska & Kopczuk, 2003; Piuta et al., 2004; Jerzemowska, 2006; Skoczylas, 2007) of an enterprise may be evaluated in many ways with the use of various measures that, as a rule, assess a given state and show the past based on data and information included in financial and accounting documents. At present, attempts are being made to evaluate enterprise value in the context of its intangible assets comprising mainly human capital, intellectual capital and other non-material assets (see Leszczyński, 2007; Orechwa-Maliszewska & Paszkowski, 2009).

Methods used assume the calculation of average revenue (sales volume) per employee, which is perceived as simplified and outdated (Fitz-Enz,
2001, p. 43), while such tools as economic value added (EVA) of human capital or activity-based management (ABM) do not satisfy conditions for evaluating change effectiveness (compare Kaplan & Cooper, 2002). Moreover, tools used for measuring personnel controlling prove equally useless (see Sekuła, 1999). It appears that various scorecards are more helpful (compare Becker et al., 2002; Kaplan & Norton, 2001; Lewandowska & Likierski, 2005; Jabłoński & Jabłoński, 2011); however, they do not include a direct reference to revenue generated by a single employee or a group of employees and aggregating partial rates is difficult.

Since change evaluation methods and measures discussed above prove poorly efficient, they may lead to different change evaluation by different stakeholders.

It is relatively easier to evaluate change progress by applying analytical measures based on indices that measure change and its progress in specific change areas. While there are many indices in every functional area of management, changes are related and lead to consequences in areas other than the primary one, which obviously complicates the evaluation process. Therefore, attention should be focused on work efficiency and output provided that planning and change process delivery is correct. Measures (indices) that can be applied include among others: work output being the value created by an employee, quantity and value of half-finished products used, stock, utilities, waste, savings, number of complaints, working time index and many others adopted from financial, HR or marketing analyses. Use of such measures involves making a comparison before, during and after the change introduction. That would enable ongoing monitoring and modification of actions in the event certain indices are found to be lower than initially assumed. This objective may be attained with the use of a scorecard that would cover the evaluation of change, work results and an employee’s performance during change implementation. It should cover elements important from the point of view of the change as well as a grading scale.

Regardless of the above, evaluation systems applied to work positions and processes should be combined with a measurable evaluation of revenue and cost, for instance as an average per employee in an enterprise or its part (if possible). In this way drawing conclusions would be more correct.

Praxeological, systemic, process or benchmarking perspective may prove helpful in evaluating change efficiency (see Kotler & Caslione, 2009, pp. 116–121 and 175–195; Rummler & Brache, 2000, pp. 43–57.).

In terms of process efficiency, most research and analyses related to management above all highlight the significance of soft factors and the role of people management in the change process. This especially refers to organizational culture, leadership during the change process or motivation, overcoming resistance to change, information and communication system (Steinmann & Schreyogg, 1992, p. 36). Nevertheless, it is particularly difficult to design efficiency measures for this group of factors, same as in the case of evaluating actions and changes in the area of CSR (Porter & Kramer, 2011, pp. 36–57; Kemper & Martin, 2011, pp. 229–239, Aluchna 2011, pp.73–76; Paszkowski, 2014, pp.7-14).

Conclusion

Analysis of change management processes is very important both from the practical perspective as well as management sciences. Evaluation and
measurement of process efficiency and effectiveness has a decisive impact on achieving success in management. Analytical measures, both quantitative as well as qualitative, used to evaluate effects, resources or future outcomes only in part allow for proper evaluation of the change course. When applying them it is important to:

- analyze the situation and precisely define final objectives (effects),
- design a time schedule and methodology of actions,
- select measures along with justification and boundary values,
- define connections and consequences for areas other than the main area of change,
- analyze application risks, especially the impact of a measurable evaluation on employees’ behavior,
- check whether it is possible to develop synthetic measures, verify their usability and value for organization.

It happens at times that little significance is attached to the above methodology which in consequence reduces change management efficiency. Managers need synthetic measures that are hard to develop. Various methods may be used in order to do it, starting from simple and complex point scales and ending up with methods applied in other sciences, e.g. the Geneva method or its variations applied to evaluate the standard of living and development. Still this requires the isolation of main analytical measures, their upper and lower thresholds, in subsequent change or process areas, and the application of statistical methods to calculate change status or effect. Such action requires longer change planning and preparation, readiness on the part of the managerial staff, and continuous monitoring with active participation of leaders and change managers.
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